Shuttle Run Time: Mon - Fri, 6:45 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Average Wait Time: 8 - 10 minutes

Shuttle Pick Up and Drop Off:

- Academic Education Building (AEC) Front Entrance
- Police Department Front Entrance
- Medical Education Building (MEB) East Entrance of MEB

The campus shuttle runs continuously between 6:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. to all three pickup/drop off locations listed above.

It is highly recommended that you do not wait in your vehicle for shuttles and wait at the designated shuttle stops. Our drivers are instructed not to wait for anyone who is not waiting at the shuttle stops and are instructed to leave as soon as all waiting passengers have boarded. Drivers will not wait to board any person who is not in the immediate proximity (within 10 feet) of the shuttle.

For questions or concerns, please contact Vehicle Fleet Management at (915) 215-4296
Drivers are prohibited from stopping to pick up passengers once they have departed from the designated shuttle stop. Do not obstruct the path of a moving shuttle by walking or placing any objects in the direct path of a shuttle in order to force it to stop and board. If this action occurs you will not be allowed to board and the proper authorities will be notified.